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State of the Chapter Address

Alpha Phi Omega - Alpha Zeta Chapter

December 20, 2019

Brothers,
 
Happy Holidays! The fall 2019 semester has been a truly amAZing one for us here at Alpha
Zeta. With 1,300+ leadership events completed, 2,200+ fellowship events attended, and 5,700+
community service hours logged this fall, we have truly accomplished a great deal as a chapter
in just a short time. With the fall semester coming to a close and our brothers heading home
for the holidays, I am excited to take some time here to reflect upon all that we have achieved
over these past few months.
 
First, our chapter has shown a clear commitment to developing leaders on campus. Guided by
our Vice Presidents of Leadership, Jason Midkiff and Zack Garmon, our leadership program has
taken flight this semester. Most notably, we have developed a structured approach to
leadership events by drafting and communicating workshop-specific learning outcomes prior
to each event. This initiative has helped prospective attendees identify events from which they
will be able to truly grow, while allowing workshop leaders to measure the success of their
events based on the skills and knowledge participants gain. Furthermore, our VPLs have
developed additional structure and support for planning brother-led workshops, as they have
created a brand-new brother-led workshops chair. This effort has allowed our leadership
program to offer a diverse array of leadership events to foster growth in our members on a
personal, professional, and community level. Be on the lookout for more excitement coming
from the AZ leadership program in the spring, as our VPLs have been working with section I3
staff throughout this semester to coordinate an on-campus spring Leadership Day focused on
Social Justice. With the solid foundation that was laid within our leadership program this fall, we
are excited to continue offering innovative leadership-development programming into the
spring semester.
 
Second, our chapter has truly embodied the definition of friendship this semester. Led by our
“VPs of Fun,” Phoenix Delaney and Lydia Fletcher, the fellowship program has made APO feel
like home for our brothers. One such example of this was seen by the incredibly creative spin
Lydia and Phoenix took on our Fall 2019 Pledge Retreat. This semester, the fellowship
committee collaborated with our Sergeant-at-Arms, Heyna Suit, to offer an interactive Pledge
Retreat theme that began with a mystery-themed House Reveal on Tuesday and continued
into the pledge retreat weekend with a mysterious big/little reveal and weekend-long mystery
that required every attendee to “solve the cAZe” of a “missing brother.” Our VPFs continued this
creativity throughout the fall semester by planning and executing our first-ever “Chapter
Conclave,” which offered a day full of fellowship and leadership on campus for our brothers to
get together, relax, and have fun in a stress-free environment. 
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In addition to the creativity that was seen through our fellowship programming, our VPFs also
worked with our Parliamentarian, Lauren Hudson, to revamp chapter awards. This revamp was
finalized at one of three business-focused chapter meetings led by Lauren this semester and
resulted in a number of awards-related changes. Most notable of these was the addition of
“Yours in Leadership, Friendship, and Service” awards to recognize brothers who have shown
an outstanding time commitment to one of our three fraternity pillars each semester. After yet
another successful fall formal left us in wonderland just a few weeks ago, we cannot wait for
another incredible semester of Alpha Zeta fellowship in the spring.
 
Third, our chapter has continued our ever-mindful commitment to community service on
campus and throughout Lexington since August. In addition to strengthening our on-going
community partnerships with local organizations such as Sweet Blessings, Ronald McDonald
House, and Campus Kitchens, our Vice Presidents of Service, Jason Zheng and Emma Vallee,
have worked hard to connect us with a brand-new community partner in Arbor Youth Services.
Emma and Jason also revolutionized the recruitment service program by delegating the
coordination of recruitment service to their service committee liaisons. Through this
delegation, we were able to offer over 150 service opportunities to prospective new members,
while fostering leadership among our active brothers within Alpha Zeta. Furthermore, our
service program has continued supporting other on-campus student organizations such as the
Center for Community Outreach, DanceBlue, and the Student Activities Board through
involvement in campus-wide days of service, the Adopt-a-Family program, and the Kitty
Karnival, respectively. Finally, our VPs of Service made it a priority to help our current members
identify potential service opportunities to get involved with through the offering of our first-
ever Alpha Zeta Service Fair. Through these initiatives and many more, our service program
has made great strides this semester and will undoubtedly continue serving our local
community with passion, empathy, and kindness well into the future.
 
In addition to our pillar programs, Alpha Zeta chapter has continued igniting an “APO Spark”
within the hearts of both new and veteran members. Under the leadership of our VP of
Communications, Chance Baldwin, we recruited over 140 prospective new members to attend
a recruitment info session. Of those attendees, we inducted 102 pledges and under the
guidance of our Pledge Trainers, Ciara Frassinelli and Chandler Nguyen, we initiated 82 new
actives! Ciara & Chandler successfully initiated so many pledges because of their personalized
commitment to each pledge in the fall 2019 class, and because of their efforts to make pledge
meetings more engaging through the addition of interactive activities. They have been working
hard since Initiation to make some big changes for the spring, so stay tuned for some exciting
updates from the pledge program in the coming months! Meanwhile, with the dedicated
leadership of our VP of Membership, Jen Wayland, we continued fostering brotherhood 
among our active brothers. In addition to Jen’s commitment to on-going membership
initiatives, she also worked to “shrink” our ever-growing chapter by rolling out a brand-new “Get
to know your bros” opportunity that facilitated newfound connections among our active body
of 180+ brothers.



However, I am pleased to report that these brotherly connections have not stopped at the
boundaries of Alpha Zeta. Under the leadership of our VP of Interchapter Relations, Kaylee
Williams, Alpha Zeta has fostered interchapter connections with brothers across the region
through collaborative in-person events and creative online activities. These inter-chapter
events have also extended to our fundraising program, as our Treasurer, Abby Collins,
facilitated a fundraising partnership with the brothers in Alpha Zeta Kappa chapter at Eastern
Kentucky University to help Alpha Zeta maintain our largest football concessions stand in
recent history, which brought in thousands of fundraising dollars per home game!
 
Still, these great successes seen in our various chapter programs would not have been
possible without the work of our secretary, Briar Honeycutt. Briar has filled just about 90
separate room requests to empower our chapter leaders to hold countless chapter events on
campus. Furthermore, Briar has transformed the room request process by offering increased
transparency through his publication of a log of outstanding room requests. This log details the
status of each room request and allows our brothers to monitor their submissions from
anywhere. Meanwhile, the lifelong memories that have been created this semester through AZ
programming have been meticulously documented through the careful photography of our
Historian, Rohan Munnolimath, and his committee - don’t forget to check those photos out on
our chapter photos Facebook page, “Alpha Zeta Photos.” Rohan has also worked diligently to
offer a variety of chapter apparel options - from APO stickers, to t-shirts, to sweatshirts - for
our members. It’s just about impossible to walk on campus without seeing a brother sporting
one of the many designs that were created this semester!
 
Clearly, the fall 2019 semester has been a great one for Alpha Zeta Chapter. However, we
could not have done it without the unwavering support of our advisors, our alumni and of
course, our extremely passionate members. Thanks to each of you for an incredible semester.
Here’s wishing everyone a fun and relaxing holiday break. Meanwhile, we can’t wait to see all
the great things that the spring semester holds! Catch us back in action with day one of
recruitment on Jan. 15th and our first chapter meeting on Jan. 21st.
 
Yours in leadership, friendship, and service,
Joseph Walden
Chapter President
Alpha Phi Omega - Alpha Zeta
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FROM THE VICE PRESIDENTS OF LEADERSHIP
This semester, the leadership program attempted to add intentional and
understanding behind each leadership event that was put on. We shaped our own
definitions of leadership, learned about others, and then grew those skills through
multiple workshops. After a semester full of understanding and developing our own
leadership at Alpha Zeta, the leadership program is excited to announce some plans
for the future. Next semester, we have been selected to host the Section Wide
Leadership Day.
 
Along with other Vice Presidents of Leadership across the section, our own VPLs
have been assisting in the preparation for this event. The event will be centered
around Social Justice and will feature multiple workshops covering each pillar of
Leadership -- personal, professional, and community -- along with a keynote
speaker to top the day off.
 
We hope to have you join us on February 8th from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm! More
details to come soon!

 

 
 

Arbor Youth Services (AYS) is a local nonprofit organization that has been serving
Lexington for over 40 years. Their mission is to strengthen and support at-risk youth
to help them regain ties with their family and their community. AYS is an emergency
shelter for children 6 weeks-17 years old, and they are the only emergency shelter for
unaccompanied children in central Kentucky. They are an identified “safe place”
where children who have run away, been abused or neglected, are experiencing
homelessness, are at risk of being victimized, or are otherwise in crisis are welcomed.
The shelter provides basic necessities such as food, water, and clothing, as well as
enhanced services such as crisis counseling, case management, transportation, and
youth development activities. They also have an outreach center and supportive
housing services which include youth ages 18-24. These services strive to transition
youth off the streets to reduce their risk of violence and exploitation.
 
In addition to regular service events with AYS, this upcoming year will see the
implementation of a lavender cart at the shelter in memory of our brother David
Mudry. David’s love and comforting presence was known to many in Alpha Zeta, and
we hope to carry on his legacy in the Lexington community with the creation of the
cart in his honor.
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FROM THE VICE PRESIDENTS OF FELLOWSHIP
This semester brought brothers closer with the use of fellowship events.
From movies, to trivia nights, to series such as the "Spooky Szn" Series and
the "‘Tis the Szn" Series, the fellowship program developed brotherhood
within the chapter even more through the spirit of friendship, support,
and dependability. As part of the Spooky Szn Series this October, the
fellowship program put together a Pumpkin Potluck. This fun Halloween
event was complete with themed events such as a costume contest, games,
and of course, food. At the semester’s Pumpkin Carving event, members
joined to make their own jack-o-lanterns and enjoyed letting their
creative sides out and spending the festive time with brothers. At the end
of October, brothers joined for an extra spooky night of scares at a
haunted house. Thank you again for such a great semester of fellowship!
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INITIATION
Allen Wong, DDS Pledge Class | November 15th, 2019

Congratualtions to all 82 of our Newly Initiated Actives!

Aaron Rodgers
Abby Johnson

Abby Rockenhaus
Abigail Wilcox

Abigail Persinger
Alea Smith

Alexandria Scoville
Alyssa Livingood
Amber Willhoit
Amelia Floyd

Amera Nasser
Austin Bryant

Howard
Avery Patrick
Bailey Meyer
Blake Helton

Braden Kirkpatrick
Branden Gray

Brennen C. Mullins
Brianna Brewer
Brooke Billiter

Brooke Mattingly
Caroline Frye
Cassity High

Chloe Cardinale
Chloe Embry

Chloe DeGiorgio
Constance Bledsoe

Cora Severs
Courtney Murray

Devan Atkins
Dharani Ramaiah

Edmund Chua
Ellen Tierney
Emily Tweel

Emma Sandman
Evangelina Moralez-Norris

Haley Shepherd
Hayden Klemanski

Hope Antkies
Jacob Brooks

 

Jahanzaib Jabbar
Jessica Beach

Jessica Peterson
Jillian Chamberlain

John Burke
Jonathon Bahena
Josephine Hyde
Julia Stekardis

Kaitlyn Johnson
Katelyn Freese

Katie Bell
Kaylee Foster
Kevin Haller
Lauren Baur

Lexi O’Donnell
Logan Billiter
Lydia Heston

Mackenzie Smith
Maddie Chilton

Madeleine Brozak
 

MaKayla Slone
Mary Bates

Mason Deley
Maya Hillis

Megan Music
Michaela Neal
Nikolas Rieke
Noland Aull

Olivia Caldwell
Paige Mullins
Rachel Cooke
Rhiannon Hall

Sasha Sairajeev
Savannah Trent

Sierra White
Starla Wilson
Tanner Durst

Taylor Wiewiora
Tyler Hall

Will Anderson
Yamileth Vazquez



Credit: Sam Hacker



Farewell to Our Graduates!

Anna Wilwerding Connor O'Brien

Hannah Smith Chris Whalen

Hannah Krogstad Jake Smith



Farewell to Our Graduates!

Daniel Slone Kailee Kaiser

Kerry Knight Leanna Asher

Tella Jones Sarah Ward Tori Ragsdale



To our graduates: 

Thank you for spending time with us throughout your

college career! Our chapter would not be the same

without each and every one of you. We are forever

grateful for your contributions to Alpha Zeta and the

memories we have with you. We wish you the best of luck

in all of your future endeavors! 

 

Sincerely, 

Your Brothers


